Abstract. Multiple person tracking is a very useful task in intelligent video surveillance, which is hindered by many challenges such as the variations of illumination, the irregular changes of human shapes and the particle occlusions. To tackle these challenges, in this paper, we propose a new online learning tracking system to generate the complete trajectory for each tracking object. In detection stage, we build a classifier for each tracking object by online learning in order to provide more accurate detection results. Online learning could real-time update the classifier for an accurately tracking results in the future. In the tracklet generation stage, we apply the spatiotemporal constrain to generate a set of reliable tracklets. Finally, we propose a new Part-based matching method to get the correlation between different tracklets and apply linear programming and greedy algorithm to handle the data association problem to generate the complete trajectory for each tracking object. In particular, our approach is able to cast the multiple cameras tracking problem as a data association problem. The experiments on our proposed method demonstrate state-of-the-art performance in multiple person tracking.
Introduction
Object tracking, especially multiple person tracking, is a popular research point in recent years and it is widely used in many applications such as intelligent video surveillance, gesture and action recognition, and events recognition. However, there are a few factors that make this problem challenging and difficult to tackle. For example, the irregular changes of human shapes often lead to variations of the features related to the person to be tracked, the partical occlusions leads to the pseudo-disappearance of tracking objects, and the variations of illumination of scene often leads big changes in features of objects. Over the past two decades, a large number of different tracking algorithms [1] [2] have been proposed to handle these problems. Traditional trackers such as mean-shift, kalman, particle filter [3] [4] [5] can be seen as a process of optimization. They need iterations to find the best results. However, they often fail in some special scenarios and there is no decision-making mechanism to judge whether the tracking objects disappear or are occluded by other objects.
To handle these problems, we propose an online learning tracking system to generate a reliable trajectory for each tracking object. First, we detect the persons in the first video frame by Part-based model. We save the position (xi,yi) and feature fi (such as color and HoG) for each detected object i and initialize the training set in order to learn classifier for each object, which will detail in the section *. Second, in the subsequent frames, we not only apply Part-based model to detect the tracking objects, but also use a set of classifiers to detect each tracking object in motion region got by Optical Flow. Then, the tracking system will observe the detection results by Part-based model and the Classifier to estimates the right detection result by the feature similarity. At the same time, we add these new detection results into the training set and update these classifiers. Third, we assume that the frame to-frame motion is limited and the object is visible and apply the spatiotemporal constrain and feature similarity between different detection results to generate the reliable tracklets. Fourth, we use the states of initial and termination of tracklet by a fully new Part-based matching method to compute this similarity between two different tracklets. This part will detail in the section *. Finally, in the matching stage, we formulate the matching problem as a Maximum A Posteriors (MAP) problem and use linear programming to handle the occlusion problem and apply greedy algorithm to generate the final trajectory for each tracking object.
System Overview
Our method was designed to automatically track multiple persons and extract individual trajectory especially when occlusion happens. To achieve this goal, the method consists of two sequential steps.
1) Tracklet Generation: This step includes two modules, object detection and tracking. The part-based object detector is firstly implemented on each frame to localize the persons for tracking. Then we adopted the Tacking-Modeling-Detection (TMD) method to track the initialized objects in unconstrained environments. Since there always exist partial object occlusion in single-camera scene or view changes in cross-camera scene, the TMD method would not perfectly track individual forever but might accurately track it to form tracklet, which means a short-term trajectory in single-camera scene or in individual view of crosscamear scene. Whenever one TMD tracker of the object failed, a new TMD tracker can be initialized by the detected object by the part-based detector if it is not covered by the trajectories formed by other TMD trackers. In this way, all the real trajectories of human movement will be cropped into several tracklets losing their correspondence. The task of tracklet association will be handled by the following step.
2) Tracklet Association: Although there are mainly two reasons for trajectory termination to form tracklets, we propose to formulate two seemingly different problems of tracklet association into the same framework of graph matching. By representing the tracklets ending before occlusion with the persons in the corresponding last frames and representing the tracklets starting after occlusion with the persons in the corresponding first frame, these two groups of persons and their spatial locations consists of two graphs respectively. To preserve the consistence of both visual pattern and spatial relationship for tracklet association, we convert the tracklet association into graph matching with the formulation of Rayleigh Quotients Maximization. Furthermore, to overcome the uncertainty and noise for feature representation and matching by complex background and occlusion, we propose to divide the entire human body into parts with the part-based object detector to leverage both person-wise and part-wise attributes for tracklet association.
Tracklet Association via Graph Matching with Affinity Constraints
The persons and their spatial location at time (the last frame of the tracklets end at time) and (the first frame of the tracklets starting at time) respectively consist of two graphs respectively. To preserve the consistence of both visual pattern and spatial relationship for tracklet association, we formulate the problem of tracklet association with both cues in the objective function of graph matching. Furthermore, to overcome the uncertainty and noise for feature representation and matching by complex background and occlusion, we argue to divide the entire human body into parts to leverage both person-wise and part-wise attributes for tracklet association.
Problem Formulation of Tracklet Association
From the person-wise view points, the graph at either or can be represented by ‫‪ℎ‬ܽݎܩ‬ = (ܸ, ‫,ܧ‬ ‫,)ܩ‬ where ={ } ୀ ∈ * and ={ } ୀ ∈ * are the feature matrices for nodes (each person) and edges (the linkage between two persons) respectively. The structure of Graph is specified by a node-edge incidence matrix ∈ {, } * , where = = is the and nodes are connected by the edge, and zeros otherwise.
Optimization
As stated above, the problem of tracklet association can be formulated as graph matching with affinity constraints. The state-of-the-art methods of graph matching to solve the IQP generally fall into 3 classes: semidefinite programming (SDP) [2, 3] , graduated assignment (GA) [4] , and spectral matching (SM) [5] . However, they would face difficulty when directly utilizing these methods to solve the IQP with affinity constraint which is caused by one-toone tracklet association with three special cases mentioned in Section 4.3.1. Motivated the spectral relaxation technique, we propose to solve the IQP with the Rayleigh Quotients Maximization with Affinity Constraints. The objective function is firstly transferred into the Rayleigh Quotient with linear constraint and then approximate solutions by continuous relaxation are implemented. At last, discretization is performed to tighten the approximation result for the one-to-one matching.
Experimental Result
In our implementation, we used the color, HoG, LBP and SIFT features to represent each tracking object. We averagely segmented the detected window into eight parts to extract the features. The feature vector for each part consists of 256-bin RGB color histogram using 10 bins for each channel, 36-D HoG feature and 128-D SIFT feature for each part region. We also applied normalization for each part and concatenated all eight parts features into one feature vector. To improve the accuracy of human detection, we first implemented Gaussian Mixture Model to get motion regions in each video frame and then applied part-based human detector to detect human body in the foreground. We will detail these experiment in the next section. We evaluated our tracking results using the standard CLEAR MOT metrics. TA (tracking accuracy), DP (detection precision) and DA (detection accuracy). DA and DP are used to test the detection result. The score is the higher the better. TA is used to evaluate the experimental results of tracking. The score is the higher the better. However. TA is computed by the number of lost targets. The different between TA and DA can be used to evaluate the matching result. The score is the litter the better.
Evaluation of Multiple Camera Tracking
Since there are not many multiple cameras tracking datasets, we first tested our tracking algorithm in ICPR dataset. The resolution of ICPR video dataset is 640×480. There are four persons including three males and one female in this video sequences. At the same time, the bad illuminate and similar clothes of person bring some challenges for our experiment. The results are shown in Table 9 . Figure 8 shows the matching results in multiple cameras scene.
These results demonstrate the superior performance of our tracking system. Nie et al. only used part-based model to detect person in each video frame [2] . However, in this multiple camera scene, many shapes of people are not a whole shape of person. This condition is a hard work for the part-based model, while predictor of our approach is able to handle this problem.
Evaluation of Aggregate Result
We also compared the performance of different feature combinations. Figure 6 demonstrates the comparative results. Color-HSV(10bin) and HoG are evidently the most distinguishing features for all datasets. We also applied the significant difference to demonstrate the advantage of our approach. The comparative result of significant difference is showed in the Table 8 . The confidence interval is 0.05. Generally, if the result is in between 0.01 and 0.05, we think the result owns the significant difference. The difference results of MOTA, MODA and Precision satisfies this requirement and illustrates that our approach could improve the detection results and the graph matching method also could improve the final tracking result.
